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Preface

It is a very great privilege for Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Science (FMIPA)
Universitas Negeri Semarang to host the 4th International Conference on Mathematics, Science,
and Education (ICMSE 2017) in Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia on 18-19 September 2017.
We are honored to have the opportunity to work with Indonesian Chemical Society, Indonesian
Physical Society, Indonesian Biology Society, Association of Computer Science Higher
Education, Indonesian Mathematical Society, and Indonesian Educator Science in this forum. In
2017, our theme of “Roles of Mathematics and Science Research in Supporting Growth of
Sustainable Natural Resources-based Industries” celebrates the annual conference to provide a
platform to the researchers, experts and practitioners from academia, governments, NGOs,
research institutes, and industries to meet and share cutting-edge progress in the field of
mathematics, natural science, and science education. Also, this event provides an opportunity to
enhance understanding of relationships between knowledge and research in the scope of
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Science Education.
The committee of ICMSE 2017 would like to express the sincere gratitude to the keynote
speakers and all authors of the contributed papers in the conference proceedings. Moreover, would
like to thank the expert reviewers for reviewing the manuscripts. We also highly appreciate the
assistance offered by many volunteers in the preparation of the conference and the proceedings,
and of course, to the sponsors assisting in funding this conference.
The committee selected 205 papers from 253 papers and reports findings presented in this
forum to be published in Journal of Physics: Conference Series (Institute of Physics Publisher)
indexed in some databases, including the Conference citation index, Scopus, Inspec, Chemical
Abstracts Service, and Astrophysics Data System. We hope that this program will expand the
mutual understanding and respect in stimulating research in Mathematics, Science, and Education;
share research interest and information, and create a form of collaboration and build a trust
relationship. We are delighted to be able to show the world what recent developments in the field
of Mathematics, Natural Science, and Science Education through this fruitful program.
Chairperson,
Prof. Dr. Sutikno, S.T., M.T.
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Abstract Along with the rapid development of technology, there are so many innovations on
tools that can facilitate human’s work, one of which is a remote lamp controller. This light
controller can provide convenience and comfort for people in turning on or off lights, especially
they are traveling. The way remote light controller is used applies the principle of mathematical
logic, particularly biimplication. The principle of mathematical logic (biimplication) on this
light controller is applied to GSM module (gprs) and SMS.

1. Introduction
In daily life we are often unaware that Mathematics are not only applied at schools. Almost all societies
apply Mathematics, such as the application of the mathematical logic used in controlling electrical
appliances. The process of controlling information, information systems, information storage, and
austerity operates in the symbolic language of mathematical logic [1]. Mathematical logic makes its
contributions from other fields such as the introduction of new logic [2–4].
The principle of mathematical logic on the control of electrical appliances (lamps) is an important
thing at home. This is because the current human life cannot be separated from a variety of electrical
equipments is increasingly sophisticated and automated. Various tools used by human in daily life serve
various purposes, such as lighting, kitchen utensils, and the security system automated.
However, there are some problems arising from the use of electrical equipment commonly
encountered, one of which is the wastage of electricity when one forgets to turn off electrical equipment
at home, leading to the wastage of energy and costs to be incurred [5].
Understanding energy savings as a practical measure is not developed yet in community and is still
scarcely disseminating information on energy-saving techniques. The control of an electronic or
electrical component (lamp) becomes very important. This requires the awareness of the community to
save energy [6].
In addition to the right way to save energy, we make an electrical controller (lamp) using the priciple
of mathematical logic, which can facilitate the community in use. The problem of logic in electrical
control (lamp) is applied in the circuit, which is in Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)
and HP (mobile phone) using SMS facility, also on motion sensor (PIR), camera and alarm, using AC
voltage facility.
2. Methods
SMS (Short Message Service) is a facility owned by GSM network that allows subscribers to send and
receive short messages of 160 characters. SMS is handled by the network through a service center that
serves to store and forward messages from the sender to the recipient. The SMS format used by the MS
(mobile station) manufacturer is the Protocol Description Unit (PDU). The PDU format changes the
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septet of ASCII code (7 bits) into a PDU byte (8 bits) byte when transmitted, and it will be converted
back into ASCII code upon received SMS [5,7].
Lamp is a tool that provides lighting, both inside the house and outside [8,9]. Lights have different
shapes and functions, by type and place. Especially for home lighting, lamps are needed and adapted to
the layout.
Logic comes from the Greek word "logos" which means word, speech, or reason. Logic is a method
or technique created to examine the accuracy of reasoning and examine the principles of logical
reasoning and reasoning valid conclusions. Mathematical logic is a branch of Mathematics that is a
combination of the science of logic and the science of Mathematics.
3. Result and Discussion
Mathematical logic is a translation of symbolic logic on what can be interpreted as a way of thinking or
mathematical thinking. Mathematical logic provides a foundation on how to draw conclusions. The
thing gained by studying mathematical logic is the ability to take and determined which conclusions are
right or wrong. The science of mathematical logic includes statements, negations, disjunctions,
conjunctions, implications, biographies, tautologies, contradictions, two equivalent statements, office
sentences, and conclusions [4,10].
The statement in mathematical logic is a sentence in which there are values that can be declared 'true'
or 'false'. The conclusion of a mathematical logic sentence cannot have both (false and true). A sentence
can’t be declared as a statement if we can’t determine whether the sentence is true or false and relative.
In Mathematical logic, there are several statements, one of which is biimplication. In biimplication, the
statement will be considered true when both of them have equally true or false values. Addition
statement will be considered wrong. The biography is indicated by the meaning " p  if and only if

q " or can be written with " p  q" [9].
Mathematical logic can be applied in the science of programming. Logic is the mathematical
foundation of a software, which is used to formalize the semantics of programming languages and
program specifications, and to test the accuracy of a program [11,12]. This shows how important
mathematical logic is in the field of computer science [2,6,13,14]. Logic used as a basis in learning
programming languages, data structures, artificial intelligence, database, computational theory,
software engineering, expert systems, neural networks, techniques / digital systems, and others that use
logic intensively.
A digital system can be modeled into a logical sequence. This logic circuit has one or more input
and output. The logic sequence represents the logic function of the system. The function of logic can
be expressed mathematically in the form of logic equations, concerned with what shows the inputexternal relationship of the system. The logic sequence is composed of logical statements that are
interconnected. Each logic circuit is represented by a symbol that represents the output function of the
input of a system. In application of the distance lamp controller, the principle of mathematical logic
biimplication is operative [15,16].
The biimplication is a combination of two statements with the conditional form (cause-effect) [17].
The cause and effect are interchangeable, which we call biimplication. The statements of cause result
in a statement of effect and vice versa, denoted by "" . The bias of the statement and written
" p  q" is read "if and only if" and is often also read "equivalent" where it is necessary and sufficient
(Table 1).
Table 1. Value of Biimplication Truth

p

q

pq

B
B
S
S

B
S
B
S

B
S
S
B
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The application of mathematical logic (biimplication) on light controller applies to camera with
alarm and handphone with GSM module [18,19] (Table 2). When we send SMS "lamp on", then the
light is on. When we send SMS "lamp off", then the light is off. So we do not need to control the light
switches manually, but we can control the switch from a distance (Figure 1).

Figure. 1 Work system biimplication model
Table 2. The value of truth biimplication SMS with GSM module
SMS
on
off
on
off

System
on
on
off
off

Conclusion
B
S
S
B

4. Conclusion
The principle of mathematical logic (biimplication) is modified in the control of electrical appliances
(lamps). The principle of mathematical logic (biimplication) on light controller on GSM module (gprs)
with SMS. This is important for energy management in a place, for example at home. The control of
these lights is important in the present, where society needs high efficiency.
The controller of this lamp when look at from the table value of abduction SMS with GSM module
(needs revising), get a conclusion "B-S-S-B" in accordance with the conclusion in the biimplication
table. This has concluded this light controller applies the principle of mathematical logic
(biimplication).
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